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Instead of presenting the standard theoretical treatments that underlie the various numerical
methods used by scientists and engineers, Using R for Numerical Analysis in Science and
Engineering shows how to use R and its add-on packages to obtain numerical solutions to the
complex mathematical problems commonly faced by scientists and engineers. This practical
guide to the capabilities of R demonstrates Monte Carlo, stochastic, deterministic, and other
numerical methods through an abundance of worked examples and code, covering the solution
of systems of linear algebraic equations and nonlinear equations as well as ordinary differential
equations and partial differential equations. It not only shows how to use R’s powerful graphic
tools to construct the types of plots most useful in scientific and engineering work, but
also:Explains how to statistically analyze and fit data to linear and nonlinear modelsExplores
numerical differentiation, integration, and optimizationDescribes how to find eigenvalues and
eigenfunctionsDiscusses interpolation and curve fittingConsiders the analysis of time
seriesUsing R for Numerical Analysis in Science and Engineering provides a solid introduction
to the most useful numerical methods for scientific and engineering data analysis using R.

"… the book is well organized, clearly written, and has a large amount of useful R code. It does a
good job of answering the question of how to use R to perform numerical analyses of interest to
scientists and engineers and, as such, can be recommended to the intended
audience."―Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A, 2015"I would recommend it to
those seeking to improve their programming efficiency. … the extensive coverage of
optimization, ordinary differential equations, and partial differential equations combined with its
exemplary demonstration of R coding through effective examples make this book a valuable
resource for a wide audience. … a good reference for scientific and engineering
researchers."―The American Statistician, February 2015"... the book is well organized, clearly
written, and has a large amount of useful R code. It does a good job answering the question of
how to use R to perform numerical analyses of interest to scientists and engineers, and as such,
can be recommended to the intended audience."―Andrey Kostenko, Teaching Statistics--This
text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorVictor A. Bloomfield is currently emeritus
professor at University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA. His research has encompassed more
than four decades and a variety of topics, including enzyme kinetics, dynamic laser light
scattering, bacteriophage assembly, DNA condensation, scanning tunneling microscopy, and
single molecule stretching experiments on DNA. His theoretical work on biopolymer
hydrodynamics and polyelectrolyte behavior has resulted in over 200 peer-reviewed journal
publications. Using R for Numerical Analysis in Science and Engineering is an extension and
broadening of his 2009 book, Computer Simulation and Data Analysis in Molecular Biology and



Biophysics: An Introduction Using R, for general usage in science and engineering.--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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Stephan E, “Great book. Clear, concise, and well-organized. I found this book to be an extremely
helpful reference on numerical computing with R. The authors provide clear, concise
illustrations of differentiation, integration, and optimization methods that should be helpful to
people in a variety of disciplines. And I say that from experience, because I and I say that from
experience, because I work in the social sciences  rather than physics or engineering.”

Todds Books, “R is for a lot more than just statistics. This book shows exactly how R can be used
for so much more scientific and engineering level than just stats. Well done!”

Edmund James Robbins, “Great book. Excellent book”

Patrick Thompson, “Five Stars. Great!”

Neil Frazer, “Belongs on every scientific R-user's shelf. This book is an overlooked jewel. The
first three chapters alone are worth the price, and they are a small fraction of the material. As an
example, no other book on R (that I know of, and I have a shelf full of them) treats rounding and
significant figures as completely and succinctly as this little book. Unfortunately the book is
expensive—CRC, are you listening?—but it is worth every penny, and will have a useful life of
decades. I plan to use it as required reading in my graduate course titled "Introduction to Literate
Programming." That said, I do wish the publisher had given it a more attractive cover. There is no
law requiring that books for numerate scientists be drab looking.”

Maikel Mendez, “Good reference to start in Numerical Methods using R. R is a vast project, and
sometimes it can be overwhelming; particularly if you are dealing with certain CRAN Task-Views,
such as Numerical Mathematics. Nonetheless, this bookfere is a life saver. It introduces reader
in to R`s Numerical-Analysis capabilities, from the very basic concepts to highly developed
topics. The book is based on examples developed by the author himself and examples coming
from specific Vignettes. Chapters 5, 7 and 11 are particularly good for those interested in
Optimization, Inverse Modelling, and Systems of Non-linear Equations. 100% recommended.
Congratulations to the author.”

Michela, “Buon libro con molti esempi. Sono soddisfatta, il libro contiene molti esempi di codice
R.Finalmente un libro che insegna a usare R non solo per risolvere i classici problemi di
statistica, ma anche per risolvere problemi di analisi matematica, come i sistemi di equazioni
differenziali.”

The book by Victor A. Bloomfield has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 9 people have provided feedback.
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